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ABSTRACT 

This is the second part of the ECE Capstone Project- GESTURE RECOGNITION 

USING KINECT SENSOR done by Aiysha Siddiqui, Hina Tabassum and Maram Al Guthmi 

in spring 2016.  Gesture recognition is a system, which can identify specific human gestures 

and use them in order to control a device. Now days with this advance technology, 

humans are able to do their work more effectively and efficiently. Hand gesture recognition 

is widely implemented as one of the features offered to customers for device control. In this 

project, KINECT sensor is used to identify gestures and control various functionality of the 

home theatre system. There are certain gestures we set for certain actions to be done by the 

home theatre system. For example, open hand gesture for the music to switch on. This 

gesture is sensed by KINECT sensor and passed on to the computer. The computer captures 

this image and recognizes it. A command saved for this gesture is then generated and sent to 

the device. The interface for gesture recognition is built using MATLAB 2014. Function of 

home theatre systems such as play, pause etc. is controlled with the help of MATLAB 

commands. MATLAB and home theatre system are connected with Bluetooth and hence 

gestures captured by KINECT are recognized by MATLAB for implementing appropriate 

function of the home theatre system. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1   Motivation  

A motion of the body that contains information is known as a gesture. As per Edward T. 

Hall, a social anthropologist, 60% of all our communications are nonverbal. From expressing 

emotions to conveying information gestures are widely used. Therefore, gesture recognition 

has applications in many research areas, such as human machine interaction (HMI), human 

robot interaction (HRI) and social assistive robotics (SAR). 

Usually, gesture recognition requires high quality stereoscopic cameras and complicated 

computer vision algorithms in order to recognize hand signals. Therefore, the systems often 

turn out to be expensive and require an extensive setup.  

Vision based sensors include 2D and 3D sensors. However, 2D- image based 

recognition has some limitations over 3D- image based recognition.  First of all, the images 

may not be under consistent lighting. Secondly, some difficulties may arise in recognition due 

to the items in the background. Along with that, it is hard to obtain the orientation information 

from 2D images when it comes to temporal gesture recognition. Moreover, most of the 

motion sensors require to be attached to the human body, which may make the user feel 

uncomfortable.  

The emergence of the Microsoft KINECT sensor provides an inexpensive and easy way 

for real-time user interaction. KINECT, which is originally designed for gaming on the 

Microsoft Xbox platform, uses a color sensor and a depth sensor to capture color (RGB) 

images and the associated depth (distance) data. It allows the development of algorithms that 

classify and perform recognition of the image data.  KINECT Software Development Kit 

(SDK) is the software driver released by Microsoft, along with Application Programming 

Interfaces (API) give access to raw sensor data streams as well as skeletal tracking. Although, 

there is no hand specific data available for gesture recognition. However, it does include 

information of the joints between hands and arms. Previous researches on computer vision 

and hand detection have established solid groundwork for gesture recognition, but only a few 

KINECT based systems were developed for HGR and only a few gestures were recognized. 
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1.2   Objective 

Our objective is to use a KINECT sensor to build a gesture recognition system for home 

theatre system interaction. 

1.3   Problem Statement 

Our objective is to use a KINECT sensor to build a gesture recognition system for home 

theatre system interaction. A lot of previous work on such projects is done using 2D – image 

based recognition. This has many limitations. On the other hand, 3D- image based recognition 

is found to be much better. Therefore, KINECT sensor is used to solve this problem. 

1.4   Problem Formulation 

 The objective presented above can be achieved using various techniques. According to 

the literature review, gesture recognition with KINECT Xbox One is programmed with C++ 

in Microsoft Visual basic or MATLAB. Further, a simple mp3 player program will be 

designed with the help of MATLAB for interfacing with the Home Theatre System. The 

programming will be done in such a manner that every gesture made by a human corresponds 

to an operation in the mp3 program. For instance, ‘closed fist = stop the music in mp3 player 

and switch off the Home Theatre System’, ‘open fist = switch on the Home Theatre System’ 

etc. 

In this project, gestures recognition by KINECT and audioplayer commands by 

MATLAB will be controlling the Home Theatre System. 

1.5   Significance of the Project 

Traditionally, building gesture recognition requires a high quality stereoscopic camera 

and computer algorithms to capture and recognize hand signals. KINECT provides an 

inexpensive way for a real-time user interaction. 

This project is designed for controlling a home theatre system with simple gestures. 

These gestures will help one to use the appliance without physically accessing it. KINECT 

Xbox one, which is becoming a favorite gaming console in every house. This gaming console 

with windows adapter makes it perfect camera for capturing gestures which can be used for 

various tasks. This camera has the ability to capture live images in three different formats 

namely, infrared, depth and color. Earlier, KINECT for windows was used for gesture 

recognition based project.  But now one doesn’t need to get a different KINECT for gesture 
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recognition. Although KINECT is not sensitive to lightening conditions and other image noise 

but human gestures are well recognized by its depth camera. Interfacing KINECT with a 

laptop / computer that has MATLAB will control all basic functions of a home theatre system.  

 It teaches how a KINECT sensor can be developed as camera to capture live human 

gesture and link it with its respective programmed function such as play/pause, on, off etc.  It 

also helped to improve our knowledge in image recognition and processing using MATLAB. 

Further, in this semester audioplayer commands by MATLAB were found. These commands 

played the same role as the GUI based mp3 player in Microsoft visual basic did. Gesture 

recognition has applications in Human Robot Interaction (HRI), Human Machine Interaction 

(HMI) and Social Assistive Robotics (SAR). It is also important when communication is 

limited, as in communicating with speech and hearing challenged people. Also, when 

communication is required in silent situations; such as communication between a doctor and 

nurse in Operation Theatre.  

1.6   Capabilities of the students 

Prior to the starting of the project, it was decided to divide it into three phases. The three 

phases are studying previous related work, hardware and software. Gesture recognition 

requires one to be sure of the hardware that captures real-time gesture and software required 

for appropriate interfacing of KINECT sensor to home appliance using a laptop/computer 

with MATLAB. To understand the functionality of hardware and software, it was important to 

study previous research done in this field. 

The project will be completed by a group of three ECE students; Aiysha Siddiqui, Hina 

Tabassum and Maram Omar Salem Al-Guthmi. Below are the capabilities of every participant 

in this project, 

Aiysha Siddiqui 

 Understanding hardware specifications (Capstone 1). 

 Searching for appropriate MATLAB commands/ functions/ programs. 

 Testing with gestures. 

Hina Tabassum: 

 Understanding software requirements (Capstone 1). 

 Testing MATLAB commands/ functions/ programs. 
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 Troubleshooting with gestures and MATLAB commands. 

Maram Al-Guthmi 

 Studying previous works and compiling bi-weekly tasks (Capstone 1). 

 Guiding other team mates in hardware and software installation (Capstone 1). 

 Deciding gestures for each command. 

 Checking and understanding home theatre system functionality. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 A gesture can be defined as a motion of a body that can be used to convey information 

and express emotions [1]. Studies began in less than 18 months after the launch of KINECT in 

November 2010 [3]. 

 Gu et al. [1] built a complete gesture recognition system. This system has three layers: 

detection, tracking and recognition. In this system, the work was focused on the movement of 

left arm only. The first two layers were implemented with the help of KINECT sensor and 

other middleware. Implementation of this work was focused on classification, for which 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were adopted to build gestures. KINECT sensor has the 

ability to show RGB and depth image at each pixel. This was achieved with the help of 

OpenNI driver and a middleware called NITE [2]. On interfacing, KINECT sensor with this 

driver, a rigid skeleton with fifteen joint was tracked [1]. Later, HMMs were implemented.  

Each activity is described by a HMM and for each HMM two procedures are required. 

The two procedures are training phase and recognition phase. In training phase, it was 

required to adjust parameters and solve using probability techniques.  In recognition phase, it 

was required to compute probability of the observation of the given model. Various 

algorithms are used for these procedures .The experiment included five gestures namely; 

come, go, wave, rise up and sit down [1]. 

Another system was developed using depth for controlling an application by hand 

tracking. This system comprised of two parts; tracking and recognition [4]. To avoid the 

problems caused to color based tracking, [4] also used depth-based hand tracking as in [1].  

The hand tracking was started with a wave motion. The algorithm used focused on 

detecting and tracking wave motions in the environment. In tracking procedure, an algorithm 

named as CAMSHIFT is used. This algorithm is designed to search for the closest motion in a 

window. This was accomplished by a method proposed which had to calculate depth 

distribution for the hand tracking. In gesture recognition part, it was designed to examine the 

movement of the hand in 3- dimension. The aim was now to examine the hand trajectory of 

hand signal that consists of line and curve. [4] 

Yang et al. [4] conducted their experiments in C++ on PC with Intel Core i7 CPU and 

the depth image was in QVGA and was captured by Microsoft KINECT at a rate of 30 frames 
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per second [4].   Below is the image which shows the lines and curves of that were captured.  

Their experiment included eight gestures as shown in the figures below. 

 

Figure 1: Sample Hand Gestures 

Lastly, the project done by Garimel et al. from Johns Hopkins University, USA was 

MATLAB Based Interactive Music Player using XBOX KINECT encouraged to apply 

gesture recognition another innovative way [5]. 

Garimel et al. fixed KINECT sensor in a top down manner to have 2D view and to 

avoid the problems caused in object detection. KINECT fails to detect an object if it closer 

than 0.5 meters [6]. To accomplish this project, it was divided into five parts. These five parts 

are as follows: 

1. Choosing the environment for fixing KINECT. 

2. Identifying marker objects in real world. 

3. Subtracting background and filtering of noise. 

4. Recognizing gestures 

5. Developing music player (mp3). 

Marker objects were objects designed by Garimel et al. which were later addressed as 

the buttons for the music player. Detection of these marker objects was possible by 

subtracting the background and other noise. It was required that KINECT identifies marker 

objects and hand gestures only. Lastly, a GUI music player was developed with basic 

functionalities of ‘play’, ‘pause’, ‘stop’, ‘volume control’ and ‘scroll track’. 
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 Detection of marker objects was done by a technique known as SIFT [7]. This is a 

matching technique which is scale and rotation invariant. On applying this technique, a 

boundary is created around every marker object. The end product of SIFT is shown in the 

figure below. 

 

Figure 2: Marker Objects with Boundaries 

Gesture recognition was done using machine learning. It only recognizes three types of 

gestures: NO HAND, HAND TYPE 1 and HAND TYPE 2 [5]. After achieving these results, 

all the five modules were integrated to control the music player. The KINECT was 

responsible to capture the image where it find the hand on the marker object and send a 

command to the GUI music player designed in MATLAB. The image below shows this 

functionality. 

 

Figure 3: Interfacing Marker Objects with mp3 Player 
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Our approach will be to design a similar GUI music player in MATLAB that 

recognizes real-time human gestures which in turn control home theatre system. Below is the 

dictionary of Gestures that will be used in our project: 

Gesture Operation 

Open Hand Play 

Close Hand Pause  

Left Hand Lasso Volume up 

Right Hand Lasso Volume down 

Table 1: Estimated Gesture Dictionary 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROTOYPE DESCRIPTION 

3.1   System Architecture 
 

 

           Figure 4: Block Diagram 

 

Hardware: 

 

 

Figure 5: KINECT Sensor 
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Figure 6: Home Theatre System 

                  

                                                                 Figure 7: Software testing 

 

3.2   Functionality 

When a gesture is sensed by the KINECT sensor, a signal is sent to the computer. The 

computer then captures the image and identifies the body. Furthermore, the hand is isolated 

from the body image and the gesture is recognized. The appropriate command according to 

the recognized gesture is generated to be communicated to the home theatre system.   
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3.3   Project Specifications and Features 

The system is designed to recognize human gestures with the help of a depth camera 

(here, KINECT sensor) and operate basic functions of a home theatre system. It will be able 

to recognize four gestures and perform respective function. 

Microsoft launched KINECT Xbox One and KINECT adapter for windows with 

KINECT SDK 2.0 for connecting with a Windows 8 or 8.1 computers and tablets via USB 3.0 

port. On interfacing KINECT with a PC which has SDK v2, a default program known as 

KINECT Studio is installed. KINECT Studio allows one to play with three different cases of 

KINECT sensor; color, depth and infrared. Each of these three cases can be viewed in 2D or 

3D. For this project, it will be working with depth 3D version. 

To start with detection of skeleton, KINECT will be programmed with MATLAB. The 

program used has C++ wrapper functions for Microsoft KINECT 2 using Microsoft SDK. 

This program works as a middleware between KINECT and MATLAB. On compiling this 

code, it tracks the skeleton in the same manner as done by KINECT Studio. This MATLAB 

code comprises of body detection is done in both depth and color. For this project, depth 

version of body detection will be used. It is required to work with movement of hands to build 

gestures. These gestures will be later used to operate the basic functions of the GUI based 

mp3 player built on MATLAB.  

 

Figure 8: Skeletal Detection 
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On studying the complete code, it was found that skeletal hand is recognized in three 

different ways namely, Hand open, Hand closed and Lasso. Each of these was distinguished 

by a color circle formed around the hand. This helped in assigning gestures for various mp3 

functions.  

Building a complete GUI based mp3 program and then interfacing with the C++ 

wrapper code for KINECT did not give accurate results. Thus, it was found that by using few 

built-in MATLAB commands and functions all basic mp3 functions could be performed. 

Later, it was designed such that every MATLAB command worked with its assigned gesture. 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY 

The complete gesture recognition systems consist of three parts: detection and 

recognition. Defining and extracting related features are in detection. In recognition the 

grouping of spatiotemporal data extracted in the previous parts into particular classes of 

gestures occurs. In our system, the two layers are implemented with the support of KINECT 

drivers and the middleware.  

In the recognition phase, it tracks and detects the following: closed hand, open hand and 

lasso. When the hands are detected, a circle is formed on the hands. When the hands are 

closed, the circle becomes green, when open it becomes red and when lasso, it becomes blue. 

A dictionary has been made for the gestures which will be used for the functioning of the 

home theatre system. 

MATLAB has simple commands for controlling any audio file that has been added to its 

path. Firstly, an audio file is loaded after which MATLAB gives complete details about the 

resepective audio file. Secondly, a handle named as player is created for the object 

audioplayer. This handle is later called with permitted MATLAB audioplayer functions for 

performing various tasks. Lastly, the required commands such as play, pause and resume 

were used for the project. To control the volume of the audio file played, MATLAB has the 

ability to control the master volume of the computer using a built-in function named as 

soundVolume. This function can set/get the volume of the system speaker.  

In the recognition phase, it was found that each hand has three gestures. While 

interfacing, it was decided that right hand gestures will be used audioplayer function and left 

hand will be using controlling the volume of audio file loaded.  Now these functions and 

commands were linked with their respective gestures as per dictionary made by the project 

team members and hence it was tested to work accordingly. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1   Testing of Gestures (Open, Close, Lasso) 

The following images show how the state of the hand is detected.  

 

Figure 9: Hand closed-Green Circle 

 

 

Figure 10: Hand open-Red Circle 

 

 

Figure 11: Hand Lasso-Blue Circle 
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5.2   Testing of Gestures (Play, Pause, Resume, Volume Up, Volume 

Down) 

 

Figure 12: Right Hand Open -Play 

 

 

Figure 13: Right Hand Closed-Pause 
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Figure 14: Right Hand Lasso-Resume 

 

 

Figure 15: Left Hand Open- Volume Up 
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Figure 16: Left Hand Closed- Volume Down 

5.3   Discussion 

The very first testing of the project was done with simple basic gestures, which were 

Open, Close and Lasso. The circle on the hand goes red when the hand is open, green 

when the hand is closed and blue when the hand is in lasso position. After this worked 

successfully, further testing was done after each gesture was assigned to a specific 

command. The table below shows the commands and the gestures. 

Gesture Command 

Right Hand Open Play 

Right Hand Close Pause 

Right Hand Lasso Resume 

Left Hand Open Volume Up 

Left Hand Closed Volume Down 

Table 2: Updated Gesture Dictionary 
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The gestures worked according to the commands as expected. However, there was a 

problem faced.  When the hand would go back to the normal position, which is below the 

shoulder, the gesture would still be detected. Due to this, if the song is played and the closes 

his/her hand below the shoulder, the song will pause and this is not what we want and gave a 

very untidy feel to the project.  

In order to overcome this problem, coordinates of the shoulder were found and 

changes were made in the code. The change made was to not to detect and gestures below 

the coordinates of the shoulder. Once this was done our problem was solved, and the 

project worked completely fine as per the expectations. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 

6.1   Cost Estimation 
 

Item Quantity Price 

MATLAB Software 1 Provided by the university 

Home Theatre System 1 2500 SR 

Computer 1 3000 SR 

KINECT Sensor 1 1000 SR 

Total Price 6500 SR 

Table 3: Cost Estimation 

6.2   Timeline  
 

 

Figure 17: Timeline 

 

 

27-Jan 16-Feb 7-Mar 27-Mar 16-Apr 6-May 26-May 

Searching for GUI based MP3 player in Matlab 

Matlab built-in command testing for ( play, pause 
& resume) & assigning the gestures 

Matlab built-in command testing for volume & 
assigning the gesture 

Accurate positioning of hand gesture for all 
command 

Working on report, presentation & video 

Timeline 
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6.3   Project Risk Assessment 

One of the risks we would face is losing everything we did or the system being crashed. 

In order to overcome this risk we have made backups in the university system as well as the 

laptop of each group member. This can also be a solution if only one member has all the work 

and that member is absent. The work won’t be stopped due the absence. Another risk can be 

doing the project the wrong way. This can be overcome by keeping the project supervisor 

very well updated and having a thorough study of the subject. 

The risk we faced during the project was the positioning of the hand.  Ideally, once a 

gesture is made the program should work according to it until the next gesture is made by the 

user. The problem with this was that once the gesture was made, for example to play the song; 

i.e. right hand open, the song is played, but when the hand is involuntarily moved by the user, 

the sensor detects the gesture. This alters the previous command. 

In order to overcome this problem, we found coordinates for the shoulder joint. Once 

they were found, we made changes in the program so that only the gestures made above the 

shoulder joint are detected. When tested this worked fine and our problem was solved. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 
 

The project objective was achieved successfully and on time. Results from KINECT for 

gesture recognition and hence interfacing it with home theatre system were achieved as 

expected in the previous semester.  

Gesture recognition is a system which can identify specific human gestures and use 

them to convey information or for device control. The most popular devices to do such type of 

research is Microsoft’s KINECT, which has sensors that capture both hand and depth data. 

Using their knowledge and data, researchers have developed algorithms that not only identify 

humans in a scene, but perform full body tracking. Even though KINECT has the camera 

feature that can help you to get your desired image, this device also has a marker 

identification or icons that can help any user other than programmer to understand how to use 

certain applications (e.g.: music player).  

       Every project has its own problems and difficulties and does not lack of them, we 

faced some problem in our project such as hand positioning and deciding about the 

implementation of mp3 player functionalities. With the advancement of the project, solution 

for every problem was discussed and solved by the team. The most difficult problem was to 

filter position of the hand for proper functioning of the MATLAB audioplayer command. 

Even though the project was complete with all basic functions of home theatre system 

working accordingly, it used to fail due the position of the hand. Despite of all this, new 

lessons were learned, information, and various MATLAB which were expected to be easy 

until implemented and worked on. 

Future work which can be done is adding two more gestures for playing previous track 

and next track respectively. Since MATLAB’s audioplayer command does not include 

forwarding or reversing of the loaded track, it is required that one builds a complete new code 

in any C or C++ compiler and hence compiles this code with MATLAB. 

The good point of this device is that it is capable of removing any background noise by 

itself and can focus on the man joints located in the human body. The interface KIN2 used has 

markings for all joints and also develops different colored circles for every status of the hand. 

This was of great help to understand and develop gesture dictionary. Application of basic 

knowledge of C++ was required for interfacing various hand gestures with MATLAB 

commands to perform the desired functions with home theatre system. 
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APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX A-MATLAB CODE 

KIN2 C++ WRAPPER CODE FOR KINECT SENSOR 
 
 
classdef Kin2 < handle 
%KIN2 MATLAB class wrapper to an underlying C++ Kin2 class 
properties (SetAccess = private, Hidden = true) 
objectHandle; % Handle to the underlying C++ class instance 

 
% Bodies colors 
bodyColors = ['r','b','g','y','m','c']; 
end 

 
properties (SetAccess = public) 
% Joints constants 
JointType_SpineBase     = 1; 
JointType_SpineMid      = 2; 
JointType_Neck          = 3; 
JointType_Head          = 4; 
JointType_ShoulderLeft  = 5; 
JointType_ElbowLeft     = 6; 
JointType_WristLeft     = 7; 
JointType_HandLeft      = 8; 
JointType_ShoulderRight = 9; 
JointType_ElbowRight    = 10; 
JointType_WristRight    = 11; 
JointType_HandRight     = 12; 
JointType_HipLeft       = 13; 
JointType_KneeLeft      = 14; 
JointType_AnkleLeft     = 15; 
JointType_FootLeft      = 16; 
JointType_HipRight      = 17; 
JointType_KneeRight     = 18; 
JointType_AnkleRight    = 19; 
JointType_FootRight     = 20; 
JointType_SpineShoulder = 21; 
JointType_HandTipLeft   = 22; 
JointType_ThumbLeft     = 23; 
JointType_HandTipRight  = 24; 
JointType_ThumbRight    = 25; 
JointType_Count         = 25; 

 
% Hand State constants 
HandState_Unknown       = 0; 
HandState_NotTracked    = 1; 
HandState_Open          = 2; 
HandState_Closed        = 3; 
HandState_Lasso         = 4; 

 
% Hand Gestures 
RightHandOpen         = 1; 
RightHandClosed       = 2; 
numL = 0; 
numR = 0; 
ShoulderLeftPos=0;            
WristLeftPos=0; 
ShoulderRightPos=0; 
WristRightPos=0; 
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end 

 
methods 
function this = Kin2(varargin) 
% Constructor - Create a new C++ class instance  

 
% Get the flags 
depth=ismember('depth',varargin); 
color=ismember('color',varargin); 
infrared=ismember('infrared',varargin); 
body=ismember('body',varargin); 
flags = uint16(0); 

 
% Extract flags values (from Kinect.h) 
% FrameSourceTypes_None = 0, 
% FrameSourceTypes_Color    = 0x1, 
% FrameSourceTypes_Infrared = 0x2, 
% FrameSourceTypes_Depth    = 0x8, 
% FrameSourceTypes_Body = 0x20 
if color, flags = flags + 1; end 
if infrared, flags = flags + 2; end 
if depth, flags = flags + 8; end 
if body, flags = flags + 32; end 
this.objectHandle = Kin2_mex('new', flags); 
end 

 
function delete(this) 
% Destructor - Destroy the C++ class instance 
            Kin2_mex('delete', this.objectHandle); 
end 

 
        %% video Sources         
functionvarargout = updateKin2(this, varargin) 
% updateKin2 - Update video frames. Call this function before 
% grabbing the frames. 
% Return: a flag indicating valid data. 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('updateKin2', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{:}); 
end 

 
functionvarargout = getDepth(this, varargin) 
% getDepth - return depth frame from Kinect2. You must call 
% updateKin2 before and verify that there is valid data. 
% See 01_videoDemo.m 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('getDepth', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{:}); 
end 

 
functionvarargout = getColor(this, varargin) 
% getColor - return color frame from Kinect2. You must call 
% updateKin2 before and verify that there is valid data. 
% See 01_videoDemo.m 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('getColor', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{:}); 
end 

 
functionvarargout = getInfrared(this, varargin) 
% getInfrared - return infrared frame from Kinect2. You must call 
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% updateKin2 before and verify that there is valid data. 
% See 01_videoDemo.m 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('getInfrared', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{:}); 
end 

 
        %% Depth mappings         
functionvarargout = mapDepthPoints2Color(this, varargin) 
% mapDepthPoints2Color - map the input points from depth  
% coordinates to color coordinates 
% Input and output: n x 2 matrix (n points) 
% See 02_mappingDemo.m 
inputSize = size(varargin{1},1); 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('mapDepthPoints2Color', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{1},uint32(inputSize)); 
end 

 
functionvarargout = mapDepthPoints2Camera(this, varargin) 
% mapDepthPoints2Camera - map the input points from depth  
% coordinates to camera space coordinates 
% Input: n x 2 matrix (n points, x,y) 
% Output: n x 3 matrix (n points, x,y,z) 
% See 03_Mapping2CamDemo.m 
inputSize = size(varargin{1},1); 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('mapDepthPoints2Camera', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{1},uint32(inputSize)); 
end 

 
        %% Color mappings 
functionvarargout = mapColorPoints2Depth(this, varargin) 
% mapColorPoints2Depth - map the input points from color  
% coordinates to depth coordinates 
% Input and output: n x 2 matrix (n points) 
% See 02_mappingDemo.m 
inputSize = size(varargin{1},1); 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('mapColorPoints2Depth', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{1},uint32(inputSize)); 
end 

 
functionvarargout = mapColorPoints2Camera(this, varargin) 
% mapColorPoints2Camera - map the input points from color  
% coordinates to camera space coordinates 
% Input: n x 2 matrix (n points, x,y) 
% Output: n x 3 matrix (n points, x,y,z) 
% See 03_Mapping2CamDemo.m 
inputSize = size(varargin{1},1); 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('mapColorPoints2Camera', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{1},uint32(inputSize)); 
end 

 
        %% Camera mappings          
functionvarargout = mapCameraPoints2Depth(this, varargin) 
% mapCameraPoints2Depth - map the input points from camera space  
% coordinates to depth coordinates 
% Input: n x 3 matrix (n points, x,y,z) 
% Output: n x 2 matrix (n points, x,y) 
% See 03_Mapping2CamDemo.m 
inputSize = size(varargin{1},1); 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('mapCameraPoints2Depth', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{1},uint32(inputSize)); 
end 
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functionvarargout = mapCameraPoints2Color(this, varargin) 
% mapCameraPoints2Color - map the input points from camera space  
% coordinates to color coordinates 
% Input: n x 3 matrix (n points, x,y,z) 
% Output: n x 2 matrix (n points, x,y) 
% See 03_Mapping2CamDemo.m 
inputSize = size(varargin{1},1); 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('mapCameraPoints2Color', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{1},uint32(inputSize)); 
end 

 
        %% Skeleton functions 

 
functionvarargout = getBodies(this, varargin) 
% getBodies - Get 3D bodies joints  
% Input: none 
% Output: Structure array. 
% The structure array (bodies) contains 6 bodies at most 
% Each body has: 
% -Position: 3x25 matrix containing the x,y,z of the 25 joints in 
%   camera space coordinates 
% -TrackingState: state of each joint. These can be: 
%   NotTracked=0, Inferred=1, or Tracked=2 
% -LeftHandState: state of the left hand 
% -RightHandState: state of the right hand 
% See 04_bodyDemo.m 
            [varargout{1:nargout}] = Kin2_mex('getBodies', 

this.objectHandle, varargin{:}); 
end 

 
function [numL, numR] = 

drawBodies(this,handle,bodies,destination,jointsSize, ... 
bonesThickness,handsSize) 
% drawBodies - % Draw bodies on depth image 
% Input Parameters:  
% 1) image axes handle 
% 2) bodies structure 
% 3) Destination image (depth or color) 
% 4) Joints' size (circle raddii) 
% 5) Bones' Thickness 
% 6) Hands' Size 
% Output: none 
% See 04_bodyDemo.m 
numBodies = size(bodies,2); 
numL = 0; 
numR = 0; 
ShoulderLeftPos=0; 

 
WristLeftPos=0; 
ShoulderRightPos=0; 
WristRightPos=0; 
% Draw each body 
fori=1:numBodies                 
ifstrcmp(destination,'depth') 
% Get the joints in depth image space 
                    pos2D = 

this.mapCameraPoints2Depth(bodies(i).Position'); 
elseifstrcmp(destination,'color') 
                    pos2D = 

this.mapCameraPoints2Color(bodies(i).Position'); 
end 
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% Get the bones: (x1,x2)(y1,y2) of each bone to be drawns 
% with lines 
                [bonesx, bonesy] = this.getBones(pos2D); 

 
WristRightPos=bonesy(1,11);           
ShoulderRightPos=bonesy(1,9);  
ShoulderLeftPos=bonesy(1,14);  
WristLeftPos=bonesy(1,16); 
% Draw the joints 
viscircles(handle,pos2D,ones(25,1)*jointsSize,'EdgeColor',this.bodyColors(i

)); 
%plot(handle,pos2D(:,1),pos2D(:,2), ... 
%'LineStyle','none','Marker','o','MarkerFaceColor',this.bodyColors(i), ... 
%'MarkerEdgeColor',this.bodyColors(i),'MarkerSize', jointsSize); 

 
% Draw the bones 
for j=1:24                     
                    

line(bonesx(:,j),bonesy(:,j),'Color',this.bodyColors(i), ... 
'LineWidth',bonesThickness,'Parent',handle); 
end 

 
% Draw the hands 
numL = this.drawHandL(handle, 

bodies(i).LeftHandState,pos2D(this.JointType_HandLeft,:),handsSize); 
numR = this.drawHandR(handle, 

bodies(i).RightHandState,pos2D(this.JointType_HandRight,:),handsSize); 

 
if(WristLeftPos>ShoulderLeftPos) 
numL=0; 
end 

 
if(WristRightPos>ShoulderRightPos) 
numR=0; 
end 
end 
end 

 
function [bonesx, bonesy] = getBones(this,joints) 
% getBones - Get the bones pair of coordinates: (x1,x2)(y1,y2)  
% to be drawn with lines 
% Input: 2D joints 
% output: 24 (x,y) coordinates.  
bonesx = zeros(2,24); 
bonesy = zeros(2,24); 
% Torso 
bonesx(:,1) = [joints(this.JointType_Head,1); 

joints(this.JointType_Neck,1)]; 
bonesy(:,1) = [joints(this.JointType_Head,2); 

joints(this.JointType_Neck,2)]; 
bonesx(:,2) = [joints(this.JointType_Neck,1); 

joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,1)]; 
bonesy(:,2) = [joints(this.JointType_Neck,2); 

joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,2)]; 
bonesx(:,3) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,1); 

joints(this.JointType_SpineMid,1)]; 
bonesy(:,3) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,2); 

joints(this.JointType_SpineMid,2)]; 
bonesx(:,4) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineMid,1); 

joints(this.JointType_SpineBase,1)]; 
bonesy(:,4) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineMid,2); 

joints(this.JointType_SpineBase,2)]; 
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bonesx(:,5) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,1); 

joints(this.JointType_ShoulderRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,5) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,2); 

joints(this.JointType_ShoulderRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,6) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,1); 

joints(this.JointType_ShoulderLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,6) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineShoulder,2); 

joints(this.JointType_ShoulderLeft,2)]; 
bonesx(:,7) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineBase,1); 

joints(this.JointType_HipRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,7) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineBase,2); 

joints(this.JointType_HipRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,8) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineBase,1); 

joints(this.JointType_HipLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,8) = [joints(this.JointType_SpineBase,2); 

joints(this.JointType_HipLeft,2)]; 

 
% Right Arm 
bonesx(:,9) = [joints(this.JointType_ShoulderRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_ElbowRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,9) = [joints(this.JointType_ShoulderRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_ElbowRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,10) = [joints(this.JointType_ElbowRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_WristRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,10) = [joints(this.JointType_ElbowRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_WristRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,11) = [joints(this.JointType_WristRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_HandRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,11) = [joints(this.JointType_WristRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_HandRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,12) = [joints(this.JointType_HandRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_HandTipRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,12) = [joints(this.JointType_HandRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_HandTipRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,13) = [joints(this.JointType_WristRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_ThumbRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,13) = [joints(this.JointType_WristRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_ThumbRight,2)]; 
% disp(['Wrist right Y']); 
%WristRightPos=bonesy(1,11); 

 
%disp(['Shoulder right Y']); 
% ShoulderRightPos=bonesy(1,9); 
% Left Arm 
bonesx(:,14) = [joints(this.JointType_ShoulderLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_ElbowLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,14) = [joints(this.JointType_ShoulderLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_ElbowLeft,2)]; 
bonesx(:,15) = [joints(this.JointType_ElbowLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_WristLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,15) = [joints(this.JointType_ElbowLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_WristLeft,2)]; 
bonesx(:,16) = [joints(this.JointType_WristLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_HandLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,16) = [joints(this.JointType_WristLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_HandLeft,2)]; 
bonesx(:,17) = [joints(this.JointType_HandLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_HandTipLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,17) = [joints(this.JointType_HandLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_HandTipLeft,2)]; 
bonesx(:,18) = [joints(this.JointType_WristLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_ThumbLeft,1)]; 
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bonesy(:,18) = [joints(this.JointType_WristLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_ThumbLeft,2)];                                             

 

 

 

 
% Right Leg 
bonesx(:,19) = [joints(this.JointType_HipRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_KneeRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,19) = [joints(this.JointType_HipRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_KneeRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,20) = [joints(this.JointType_KneeRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_AnkleRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,20) = [joints(this.JointType_KneeRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_AnkleRight,2)]; 
bonesx(:,21) = [joints(this.JointType_AnkleRight,1); 

joints(this.JointType_FootRight,1)]; 
bonesy(:,21) = [joints(this.JointType_AnkleRight,2); 

joints(this.JointType_FootRight,2)];                         

 
% Left Leg 
bonesx(:,22) = [joints(this.JointType_HipLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_KneeLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,22) = [joints(this.JointType_HipLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_KneeLeft,2)]; 
bonesx(:,23) = [joints(this.JointType_KneeLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_AnkleLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,23) = [joints(this.JointType_KneeLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_AnkleLeft,2)]; 
bonesx(:,24) = [joints(this.JointType_AnkleLeft,1); 

joints(this.JointType_FootLeft,1)]; 
bonesy(:,24) = [joints(this.JointType_AnkleLeft,2); 

joints(this.JointType_FootLeft,2)];                                     

 
end 

 
functionnumL=drawHandL(this,handle, handState, handPos,size) 
% drawHand - draw the hand 
% Input parameters: 
% 1) image axes handle 
% 2) hand state, obtained from bodies structure (RightHandState 
% or LeftHandState elements of the bodies structure) 
% 3) hand position, obtain from the bodies structure 
% 4) Circle size 
color = []; 
numL=0; 
ifhandState == this.HandState_Open 
numL=1; 
color = 'r'; 
elseifhandState == this.HandState_Closed 
numL=2; 
color = 'g'; 
elseifhandState == this.HandState_Lasso 
numL=3; 
color = 'b'; 
end 
%disp(['Left Hand number: ' num2str(numL)]) 
if ~isempty(color) 
viscircles(handle,handPos,ones(1,1)*size,'EdgeColor',color); 
%plot(handle,handPos(1),handPos(2), ... 
%    'LineStyle','none','Marker','o','MarkerFaceColor',color, ... 
%   'MarkerEdgeColor',color,'MarkerSize', 15); 
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end 
end 
functionnumR=drawHandR(this,handle, handState, handPos,size) 
% drawHand - draw the hand 
% Input parameters: 
% 1) image axes handle 
% 2) hand state, obtained from bodies structure (RightHandState 
% or LeftHandState elements of the bodies structure) 
% 3) hand position, obtain from the bodies structure 
% 4) Circle size 
color = []; 
numR=0; 
ifhandState == this.HandState_Open 
numR=1; 
color = 'r'; 
elseifhandState == this.HandState_Closed 
numR=2; 
color = 'g'; 
elseifhandState == this.HandState_Lasso 
numR=3; 
color = 'b'; 
end 
%disp(['Right Hand number: ' num2str(numR)]) 
if ~isempty(color) 
viscircles(handle,handPos,ones(1,1)*size,'EdgeColor',color); 
%plot(handle,handPos(1),handPos(2), ... 
%    'LineStyle','none','Marker','o','MarkerFaceColor',color, ... 
%   'MarkerEdgeColor',color,'MarkerSize', 15); 
end 
end 

 
end 
end 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

END OF KIN2 MATLAB code 
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BODYDEMO CODE FOR SKELETAL DETECTION AND GESTURE 

RECOGNITION 
% BODYDEMO Illustrates how to use the Kin2 object to get and draw the 
% Skeleton data 
% 
% Juan R. Terven, October 31 2015. 
% jrterven@hotmail.com 

 
addpath('Mex'); 
clearall 
closeall 

 
% Create Kinect 2 object and initialize it 
% Select sources as input parameters. 
% Available sources: 'color', 'depth', 'infrared' and 'body' 
k2 = Kin2('color','depth','body'); 

 
% images sizes 
d_width = 512; d_height = 424; outOfRange = 4000; 
c_width = 1920; c_height = 1080; 
DnumL = 0; 
DnumR = 0; 
CnumL = 0; 
CnumR = 0; 
vol=0.5; 

 
PlayFlag=0; 
PauseFlag=0; 
NextTrackFlag=0; 
PreviousTrackFlag=0; 
ResumeFlag=0; 
VolumeUpFlag=0; 
VolumeDownFlag=0; 
% Color image is to big, let's scale it down 
COL_SCALE = 1.0; 
% Create matrices for the images 
depth = zeros(d_height,d_width,'uint16'); 
color = zeros(c_height*COL_SCALE,c_width*COL_SCALE,3,'uint8'); 
% depth stream figure 
d.h = figure; 
d.ax = axes('drawmode','fast'); 
d.im = imshow(zeros(d_height,d_width,'uint8')); 
%hold on; 
title('Depth Source (press q to exit)') 
set(gcf,'keypress','k=get(gcf,''currentchar'');'); % listen keypress 
% color stream figure 
c.h = figure; 
c.ax = axes; 
c.im = imshow(color,[]); 
title('Color Source (press q to exit)'); 
set(gcf,'keypress','k=get(gcf,''currentchar'');'); % listen keypress 
%hold on 
% Loop until pressing 'q' on any figure 
k=[]; 

 
[y,Fs] = audioread('snowman.mp3'); 
player= audioplayer(y,Fs) 
%player=audioplayer(x,Fs) 

 
disp('Press q on any figure to exit') 
while true 
% Get frames from Kinect and save them on underlying buffer 
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validData = k2.updateKin2; 

 
% Before processing the data, we need to make sure that a valid 
% frame was acquired. 
ifvalidData 
% Copy data to Matlab matrices 
depth = k2.getDepth; 
color = k2.getColor; 

 
% update depth figure 
        depth8u = uint8(depth*(255/outOfRange)); 
        depth8uc3 = repmat(depth8u,[1 1 3]); 
        d.im = imshow(depth8uc3, 'Parent', d.ax); 

 
%set(d.im,'CData',depth8uc3);  

 
% update color figure 
color = imresize(color,COL_SCALE); 
        c.im = imshow(color, 'Parent', c.ax); 

 
%set(c.im,'CData',color);  

 
% Get 3D bodies joints  
% getBodies returns a structure array. 
% The structure array (bodies) contains 6 bodies at most 
% Each body has: 
% -Position: 3x25 matrix containing the x,y,z of the 25 joints in 
%   camera space coordinates 
% -TrackingState: state of each joint. These can be: 
%   NotTracked=0, Inferred=1, or Tracked=2 
% -LeftHandState: state of the left hand 
% -RightHandState: state of the right hand 
bodies = k2.getBodies; 

 
% Number of bodies detected 
numBodies = size(bodies,2); 
%disp(['Left Hand number: ' num2str(numL)]) 
%disp(['Right Hand number: ' num2str(numR)]) 
%disp(['Bodies Detected: ' num2str(numBodies)]) 
% first body info: 
%disp(bodies(1).TrackingState) 
%disp(bodies(1).RightHandState) 
%disp(bodies(1).LeftHandState) 
% To get the joints on depth image space, you can use: 
%pos2D = k2.mapCameraPoints2Depth(bodies(1).Position'); 
%To get the joints on color image space, you can use: 
%pos2D = k2.mapCameraPoints2Color(bodies(1).Position'); 

 
% Draw bodies on depth image 
% Parameters:  
% 1) image axes 
% 2) bodies structure 
% 3) Destination image (depth or color) 
% 4) Joints' size (circle raddii) 
% 5) Bones' Thickness 
% 6) Hands' Size 

 
        [DnumL, DnumR] = k2.drawBodies(d.ax,bodies,'depth',5,3,15); 

 
% Draw bodies on color image 
        [CnumL, CnumR] =k2.drawBodies(c.ax,bodies,'color',10,6,30); 
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%disp(['Left Hand number: ' num2str(DnumL)]) 
%disp(['Right Hand number: ' num2str(DnumR)]) 

 
if (DnumR == 0 &DnumL == 0) 

 
% disp(['No change']); 
elseif (DnumR == 1 &DnumL == 0) 
if (PlayFlag==0)     
disp(['play']); 
play(player) 
PlayFlag=1; 
PauseFlag=0; 
ResumeFlag=0; 
VolumeUpFlag=0; 
VolumeDownFlag=0; 
pause(1); 
end 

 
elseif (DnumR == 2 &DnumL == 0) 
if (PauseFlag==0)   
disp(['pause']); 
pause (player) 
PauseFlag=1; 
PlayFlag=0; 
ResumeFlag=0; 
VolumeUpFlag=0; 
VolumeDownFlag=0; 
pause(1); 
end 

 

 
elseif (DnumR == 3 &DnumL == 0) 
if (ResumeFlag==0)   
disp(['Resume']); 
resume(player) 
PauseFlag=0; 
PlayFlag=0; 
ResumeFlag=1; 
VolumeUpFlag=0; 
VolumeDownFlag=0; 
pause(1); 
end 

 
elseif (DnumR == 0 &DnumL == 1) 
if (VolumeUpFlag==0)   
disp(['Volume Up']); 
if(vol<=0.9) 
vol=vol+0.1; 
end 
volume = SoundVolume(vol) 
pause(0.2); 
end 

 
elseif (DnumR == 0 &DnumL == 2) 
if (VolumeDownFlag==0)   
disp(['Volume Down']); 
if(vol>=0.1) 
vol=vol-0.1; 
end 
volume = SoundVolume(vol) 
pause(0.2); 
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end 

 
elseif (DnumR == 1 &DnumL == 1) 
disp(['Next Track']); 
pause(1); 

 
elseif (DnumR == 2 &DnumL == 2) 
disp(['Previous Track']); 
pause(1); 

 
else 
disp(['Invalid']); 
end 
end 

 
% If user presses 'q', exit loop 
if ~isempty(k) 
ifstrcmp(k,'q'); break; end; 
end 

 
pause(0.02) 
end 

 
% Close kinect object 
k2.delete; 

 
closeall; 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

End of BODYDEMO code 
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SOUNDVOLUME MATLAB FUNCTION FOR VOLUME CONTROL 

function volume = SoundVolume(volume) 

%SoundVolume set/get the system speaker sound volume 

% 

%   SoundVolume sets or gets the computer's system speaker sound volume 

% 

%   Syntax: 

%      volume = SoundVolume(volume); 

% 

%   SoundVolume(volume) sets the system speaker sound volume. The volume 

%   value should be numeric, between 0.0 (=muted) and 1.0 (=max). 

% 

%   volume = SoundVolume gets the current speaker sound volume (0.0-1.0). 

% 

%   volume = SoundVolume(volume) sets the system speaker sound volume and 

%   returns the previous volume value (from before setting the new value). 

% 

%   Warning: 

%     This code heavily relies on Java. It works on Matlab 7+ 

% 

%   Bugs and suggestions: 

%     Please send to Yair Altman (altmany at gmail dot com) 

% 

%   Change log: 

%     2009-Oct-15: First version posted on MathWorks File Exchange: <a 

href="http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/authors/27420">ht

tp://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/authors/27420</a> 

%     2009-Nov-03: Fixed some edge-cases - D. Nguyen 

%     2014-May-09: Fix for Windows 7 

% 

%   See also: 

%     <a 

href="http://UndocumentedMatlab.com">http://UndocumentedMatlab.com</a>, <a 

href="http://java.sun.com/docs/books/tutorial/sound">http://java.sun.com/do

cs/books/tutorial/sound</a> 

 

% License to use and modify this code is granted freely without warranty to 

all, as long as the original author is 

% referenced and attributed as such. The original author maintains the 

right to be solely associated with this work. 

 

% Programmed and Copyright by Yair M. Altman: altmany(at)gmail.com 

% $Revision: 1.3 $  $Date: 2014/05/09 18:43:38 $ 

 

    % Check for available Java/AWT (not sure if Swing is really needed so 

let's just check AWT) 

    if ~usejava('awt') 

        error('YMA:SoundVolume:noJava','SoundVolume only works on Matlab 

envs that run on java'); 

    end 

 

    % Args check 

    if nargin && (~isnumeric(volume) || length(volume)~=1 || volume<0 || 

volume>1) 

        error('YMA:SoundVolume:badVolume','Volume value must be a scalar 

number between 0.0 and 1.0') 

    end 

 

    % Loop over all the system's MixerInfo objects to find the speaker port 

    % Note: we should have used line=AudioSystem.getLine(Port.Info.SPEAKER) 

directly, as in 

http://forums.sun.com/thread.jspa?messageID=10736264#10736264 
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    % ^^^^  but unfortunately Matlab prevents using Java Interfaces and/or 

classnames containing a period 

    import javax.sound.sampled.* 

    mixerInfos = AudioSystem.getMixerInfo; 

    foundFlag = 0; 

    for mixerIdx = 1 : length(mixerInfos) 

        if foundFlag,  break;  end 

        % ports = 

AudioSystem.getMixer(mixerInfos(mixerIdx)).getTargetLineInfo;  % => not 

allowed in Matlab for some reason (bug) 

        ports = 

getTargetLineInfo(AudioSystem.getMixer(mixerInfos(mixerIdx))); 

        for portIdx = 1 : length(ports) 

            port = ports(portIdx); 

            try 

                portName = port.getName;  % better 

            catch    

                portName = port.toString; % sub-optimal 

            end 

            if ~isempty(strfind(lower(char(portName)),'speaker')) 

                foundFlag = 1; 

                break; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

    if ~foundFlag 

        error('YMA:SoundVolume:noSpeakerPort','Speaker port not found'); 

    end 

     

    % Get and open the speaker port's Line object 

    line = AudioSystem.getLine(port); 

    line.open(); 

 

    % Loop over all the Line's controls to find the Volume control 

    % Note: we should have used 

ctrl=line.getControl(FloatControl.Type.VOLUME) directly, as in 

http://forums.sun.com/thread.jspa?messageID=10736264#10736264 

    % ^^^^  but unfortunately Matlab prevents using Java Interfaces and/or 

classnames containing a period 

    ctrls = line.getControls; 

    foundFlag = 0; 

    for ctrlIdx = 1 : length(ctrls) 

        ctrl = ctrls(ctrlIdx); 

        ctrlType = ctrls(ctrlIdx).getType; 

        try 

            ctrlType = char(ctrlType); 

        catch   

            % Solves some edge-cases - D. Nguyen 

            ctrlType = char(ctrlType.toString); 

        end 

        if ~isempty(strfind(lower(ctrlType),'volume')) 

            foundFlag = 1; 

            break; 

        end 

    end 

    if ~foundFlag 

        error('YMA:SoundVolume:noVolumeControl','Speaker volume control not 

found'); 

    end 

     

    % Get or set the volume value according to the user request 

    oldValue = ctrl.getValue; 

    if nargin 
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        ctrl.setValue(volume); 

    end 

    if nargout 

        volume = oldValue; 

    end 

     

%end   

%SoundVolume 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

End of SoundVolume code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




